New Age-Linked Asymmetries: Aging and the Processing of Familiar Versus Novel Language on the Input Versus Output Side
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This research demonstrates 3 new age-linked asymmetries between identifying versus retrieving phonological information. Young and older adults read aloud familiar isolated words (e.g., mind) and novel pseudowords (e.g., mond) in a production task and identified lexical status for identical stimuli in a comprehension task. Young adults made fewer errors than older adults in production but not comprehension (an age-related input–output asymmetry), and they produced pseudowords but not words with fewer errors than older adults (a lexical-status asymmetry). The lexical-status asymmetry also occurred for response onset times but not for output durations (an onset–output asymmetry). All 3 asymmetries were predicted under the transmission deficit hypothesis (D. G. MacKay & D. M. Burke, 1990) but contradict theories such as general slowing that cannot explain why aging affects some types of information processing more than others.
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The input side of language involves perception and comprehension of words and sentences. The output side of language involves retrieval of lexical and phonological information during everyday language production and retrieval of orthographic information during everyday writing and typing. This input–output distinction may carry little empirical or theoretical significance if output-side processes simply mirror input-side processes. However, we begin by reviewing indications that aging may have asymmetric effects for input- versus output-side processing of phonological and lexical information: When age-linked deficits in sensory processing, encoding of new information, working memory, and rapid processing are controlled or factored out, input-side processes seem to remain remarkably stable in old age, whereas corresponding output-side processes exhibit dramatic declines (for reviews, see Burke & MacKay, 1997; Kemper, 1992; Light, 1992; MacKay & Abrams, 1996; Wingfield & Stine-Morrow, 2000).

This asymmetric pattern, if not the result of experimental artifact, carries both empirical and theoretical significance: Empirically, input–output asymmetries suggest that aging affects output-side processes much more than input-side processes, and theoretically, input–output asymmetries suggest that input- and output-side processes are not mirror images and that verbal abilities are not subject to across-the-board sparing or impairment, as is suggested in general slowing theories (e.g., Myerson, Hale, Wagstaff, Poon, & Smith, 1990; Saltzhouse, 1996). The present study was designed to test predictions from prominent competing theories of cognition and aging while using ecologically valid tasks in which people often engage. Critically, the present study extends previous research by controlling for possible artifacts that have been identified in earlier experiments and by demonstrating two new types of age-linked production asymmetries.

Asymmetric Effects of Aging on the Input Versus Output Side

To illustrate age stability for lexical and phonological processes on the input side, consider the comprehension of isolated words in the semantic priming paradigm: Laver and Burke (1993) reviewed results of 15 semantic priming studies indicating that presenting a word (e.g., doctor) automatically spreads activation to related words (e.g., nurse) without deficit in old age (see also Laver, 2000). Sentence contexts also prime comprehension of word meanings to equivalent extents for young and older adults (e.g., Burke & Yee, 1984; Stine & Wingfield, 1994). Similarly, errors in lexical decision tasks do not differ for young versus older adults (Ferraro & Moody, 1996), and vocabulary scores in tests such as the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale remain stable or improve with aging (e.g., Botwinick, 1984; Kramer & Jarvik, 1979; see Verhaeghen, 2003, for a recent meta-analysis). Finally, age constancy occurs for both offline and online measures of word comprehension in sentences (e.g., Cohen & Faulkner, 1983; Light, Valencia-Laver, & Zavis, 1991; Madden, 1988; Speranza, Danner, & Schneider, 2000; Stine & Wingfield, 1994; Wingfield, Alexander, & Cavigelli, 1994; for a review, see Burke & MacKay, 1997).

By contrast, the ability to retrieve or produce specific, well-known words exhibits large age-linked declines (see Burke &
system representing speech sounds. By way of illustration, consider the phonological- and semantic-level nodes that represent the common word skirt during both comprehension and production under TDH. Figure 1 shows a subset of these nodes. For comprehension, phonological nodes in Figure 1 connect bottom-up to a single lexical node that represents the word skirt in the semantic system, and for production, the lexical node representing skirt connects top-down to these same phonological nodes and to the systems of muscle movement nodes for producing the word skirt aloud (not shown in Figure 1). In addition to these nodes, there is a system of orthographic nodes (not shown in Figure 1) with direct links to lexical nodes and also lateral links to corresponding phonological nodes (necessary for production of novel words and pseudowords; see MacKay & Abrams, 1998, for a detailed discussion of the TDH orthographic system). What is important to note is the asymmetric structure of top-down versus bottom-up connections in Figure 1: The bottom-up links for identifying the word skirt converge many-to-one onto the lexical node for skirt, whereas the top-down links for producing skirt are one-to-one. Only one node primes each phonological node top-down.

Comprehension and production at phonological and lexical levels therefore engage identical nodes and connections, and differences between word comprehension versus word production arise from the asymmetric structure of bottom-up versus top-down connections. Comprehension mainly proceeds bottom-up: Hearing or seeing the word skirt transmits bottom-up priming via many phonological nodes whose connections converge onto a single lexical node. Skirt is then identified as a word when its lexical node is activated as the most primed node in its domain. Activating skirt under this “most-primed-wins” principle allows its identification and comprehension as a word (e.g., in a lexical decision task) and, in turn, transmits priming to connected nodes representing propositions about skirts, and higher level comprehension of skirt occurs when one or more of its propositions is activated.

By contrast, production of the word skirt mainly proceeds top-down: The lexical node for skirt is activated first and transmits priming simultaneously and divergently through the entire hierarchy of phonological nodes representing skirt. Once primed, these phonological nodes and their connected muscle movement nodes become activated one after another in sequence via tree-traversal processes until the entire hierarchy of nodes representing skirt has been successfully activated.

TDH makes predictions for two types of measures common to comprehension and production tasks: error frequencies and production onset times. Error frequencies and production onset times reflect how much priming particular connections transmit (e.g., MacKay, 1987, pp. 25–59), and three factors influence priming transmission under TDH: how recently a node has been activated, how frequently a node has been activated over the life span, and aging (MacKay & Burke, 1990). Connections between nodes are weaker and transmit less priming with nonrecent activation or a history of infrequent activation over the life span, and connections

---

1 The use of top-down within the theory encompasses any priming transmission that proceeds from higher level nodes to lower level nodes and thus includes but is not limited to the common use of top-down in cognitive psychology to refer to processes, whereby knowledge or context influences how an input is interpreted.
with the same activation history are weaker and transmit less priming for older than for young adults.

Because aging causes a statistical decrease in transmission of priming across connections throughout the entire network, age effects will be greatest when a node critical to a task receives priming from only a single source or connection within the network. If that one connection is defective, then the critical node will be difficult to activate (resulting in more errors and longer production onset times) because no other sources of priming can offset the reduced priming across that connection. For example, a transmission deficit across the top-down link between the lexical node representing the noun skirt and the phonological node representing the consonant cluster /sk/ in Figure 1 would slow down the onset time for producing skirt because no other source of priming could offset the transmission deficit. However, when identifying the word skirt, two bottom-up phonological connections deliver conjoint priming to the lexical node for skirt. Because the resulting summation of priming across these connections will tend to offset an age-linked transmission deficit involving one of these links, the lexical node for skirt will be activated as the most primed lexical node, and skirt will be accurately identified despite the transmission deficit involving /sk/. TDH therefore predicts small or nonexistent age deficits in comprehension at phonological and lexical levels, despite large age deficits for word production. No previous study has tested this prediction for identical participants and identical stimuli in comparably difficult tasks involving comprehension versus production of isolated words.

Figure 1. Aspects of the internal representation of skirt in the transmission deficit hypothesis interactive network.

The Lexical Status and Onset–Output Asymmetries in Production

TDH also predicts special asymmetries for two measures applicable only to production tasks: production onset times and output duration, that is, acoustic duration in the case of producing isolated stimuli. One predicted asymmetry concerns effects of aging on onset times for producing familiar versus novel units. The familiar units of interest here are well-known words with already formed and highly practiced top-down connections: Many familiar words have a lexical node that undergoes a very large number of activations and low-level phonological nodes that undergo an even greater number of activations over the life span. The novel units of interest here are pseudowords with at least one top-down connection having no prior history of activation. For example, unlike the word write, no lexical or syllable node with top-down connections exists for the novel pseudoword wrike. Producing wrike as a monosyllabic unit therefore entails the formation of new top-down connections, a process that requires robust priming for prolonged periods, unlike activation via already formed connections (see MacKay & Burke, 1990). This prolonged activation process for new connection formation is relatively slow, a slowness reflected in the time between stimulus presentation and production onset in speeded pronunciation tasks: Never previously encountered pseudowords exhibit longer production onset times than familiar words with already formed top-down connections (e.g., MacKay & James, 2002). Under TDH, this difference in production onset time for words versus pseudowords will be exaggerated in older adults.
because age-linked transmission deficits entail further prolongation of activation when forming top-down connections for producing pseudowords (MacKay & Burke, 1990). In short, TDH predicts an age-linked lexical status asymmetry: larger effects of aging on production onset times for pseudowords than for words.

Turning to output duration, words and pseudowords containing similar phonemes (e.g., write vs. wrike) or identical phonemes in different orders (e.g., torn vs. nort) will differ in output duration for both young and older adults under TDH because pseudowords such as wrike and nort are rare or nonexistent as syllables in English. However, lower level phonological constituents of these pseudoword syllables do exist (e.g., the final consonant cluster /t/), the rhyme or vowel groups /–ike/, and /–ort/, and the segments /r/, /l/, /l/, /l/, /t/, and /t/) and have had a great deal of prior practice for words and pseudowords containing identical phonemes. Because the activation of already formed low-level nodes is a major determinant of output duration (MacKay & James, 2002; Santiago, MacKay, Palma, & Rho, 2000), the difference in output duration for words versus pseudowords will therefore be small relative to the difference in production onset times under TDH.

Moreover, TDH predicts an age-linked onset–output asymmetry, an Age × Lexical Status × Time Measure interaction reflecting greater effects of aging for pseudowords than for words, especially as measured via onset times compared with output durations in the pronunciation task. The reason is that age-linked transmission deficits greatly impact new connection formation, the primary determinant of one time measure (production onset time), but leave intact the process of activating highly practiced low-level nodes, the primary determinant of our other time measure (output duration for words and pseudowords). In other words, older adults will have pronounced difficulty forming new connections to represent pseudowords, and this will lengthen older adults’ onset times compared with young adults’, but pseudoword output durations will not be impacted to the same extent by older adults’ difficulty in new connection formation. In the present study, we tested for this predicted onset-output asymmetry (an Age × Lexical Status × Time Measure interaction), which has been examined in no previous studies.

The Present Paradigm: Perception Versus Production of Words and Pseudowords

To address the issue of artifacts in previous studies in which word comprehension versus production was examined separately, we used exactly the same participants and stimuli in comprehension and production tasks of comparable overall difficulty, as measured post hoc. Participants saw briefly presented words and pseudowords with production instructions (“Produce the stimulus aloud as quickly as possible”) versus comprehension instructions (“Indicate as quickly as possible ‘yes’ if the stimulus is a word or ‘no’ if not a word”). Processing that could be labeled perceptual, decision, response selection, and response execution is of course involved in both tasks. However, the lexical decision task is primarily a perceptual or input-side task under node structure theory for two reasons. One is that, like perception in general, priming without activation of phonological nodes suffices for activating the lexical node for deciding “word” and executing the response “yes.” Moreover, the response execution processes are fixed rather than variable across stimuli in lexical decision tasks. By contrast, the naming task is primarily a production or output-side task under node structure theory because, like production in general, priming of phonological nodes is insufficient for naming: To produce a word either silently or aloud, its full hierarchy of phonological nodes must be activated in sequence (MacKay, 1987, pp. 111–125). Naming is also primarily a production or output-side task because of the complexity and variability of the response execution processes: Each stimulus in a naming task requires different response execution processes (e.g., Santiago et al., 2000).

The TDH predicted three age-linked asymmetries: an input–output asymmetry, reflecting smaller age-linked deficits for onset times and errors during lexical decision than word production; a lexical status asymmetry, reflecting smaller age-linked deficits in onset times to produce words versus never previously encountered pseudowords; and an onset–output asymmetry, reflecting a lexical status asymmetry for onset time but not for output duration during production.

Method

Participants

Young (n = 24) and healthy older (n = 24) adults participated for either $10 or extra credit in a psychology course (see Table 1 for background characteristics). All were native speakers of American English.

Materials

Stimuli were 80 monosyllabic words (e.g., cold, wreck, damp, white, plant) with high frequency (M = 85.6, in Francis & Kucera, 1982), and 80 pseudowords (e.g., colp, wreth, dimp, whike, plont) formed by substituting a single phoneme in monosyllabic English words, matched with the words in length (M = 4.2 letters). Ten additional words and pseudowords served as practice stimuli for the lexical decision and pronunciation tasks.

Procedure

Because stimuli were counterbalanced across tasks, and task order was counterbalanced across participants, the two tasks involved identical stimuli but different responses: For the lexical decision task, participants said “yes” as quickly as possible if the stimulus was a real English word and “no” otherwise, whereas for the pronunciation task, they pronounced the stimulus aloud as quickly as possible. Instructions for each task were presented verbally and via computer monitor, followed by 20 practice and 80 experimental trials. To initiate each trial, participants pressed a key that triggered a 350-ms fixation point, followed by a stimulus word or pseudoword in large (36-point) font centered on the monitor for

2 Transmission deficits can also increase onset times for activating already formed phonological connections when producing familiar low-frequency words. To minimize this type of onset time effect, we only included high-frequency words in the present experiment.

3 As noted by MacKay and James (2002, Footnote 7, p. 314), we cannot rule out the possibility that some connection formation occurs following production onset and may influence output duration. However, the impact of new connection formation is predicted to be much greater on onset times than on pronunciation durations.
1,000 ms. Sessions were audiotaped to subsequently check the online scoring of errors and to measure onset time and acoustic duration for each response from waveforms digitized via SoundEdit 16 (which is now discontinued; Macromedia).

Results

Invalid trials, in which participants failed to respond or reported not seeing the stimulus, did not differ by age (young $M = 0.10\%$, $SD = 0.51\%$; older $M = 0.31\%$, $SD = 0.67\%$, $p > .22$) and were removed before all analyses.

Error Analyses

For production, we accepted only one correct pronunciation for words but two phonologically plausible pronunciations for some pseudowords (e.g., “yeft” and “yeeft” for the pseudoword yeaff). We scored errors using two criteria: a lenient criterion that included fluency problems (e.g., “uh carm” and “yyyyyes”) and corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that excluded both. These scoring criteria yielded very corrected errors (e.g., “wrap- no, wrab” and “y- no”) and a strict criterion that exclude...
overall performance on words \( (M = 98\%, SD = 3\% ) \) than pseudowords \( (M = 89\%, SD = 10\% ) \). However, this main effect was qualified by a Task \( \times \) Lexical Status interaction, \( F(1, 46) = 9.57, MSE = .004, p < .01 \), and an Age \( \times \) Task \( \times \) Lexical Status interaction, \( F(1, 46) = 6.49, MSE = .004, p < .05 \). Because these interactions marked lexical status as an important variable in our age and task effects, we next computed separate 2 (age group: young, older) \( \times \) 2 (lexical status: words, pseudowords) ANOVAs for the pronunciation versus lexical decision tasks. The lexical decision ANOVA yielded a main effect of age (young \( M = 92\% \), \( SD = 6\% \); older \( M = 95\% \), \( SD = 4\% \)), \( F(1, 46) = 4.71, MSE = .006, p < .05 \), but no Age \( \times \) Lexical Status interaction \( (F < 1) \). However, the pronunciation ANOVA yielded a reliable Age \( \times \) Lexical Status interaction, \( F(1, 46) = 10.17, MSE = .005, p < .01 \), reflecting no age difference for words (young \( M = 99\% \), \( SD = 2\% \); older \( M = 98\% \), \( SD = 4\% \), \( p > .33 \)) but an age difference for pseudowords (young \( M = 92\% \), \( SD = 5\% \); older \( M = 81\% \), \( SD = 16\% \)), \( t(46) = 3.03, p < .01 \), with fewer errors for young than for older adults (see Figure 3, left panel). To eliminate possible ceiling effects, we also performed separate median splits on the basis of overall performance of young and older adults and reanalyzed the percentage of correct data for participants with below-median performance in a 2 (age group: young, older) \( \times \) 2 (lexical status: words, pseudowords) mixed ANOVA. This ANOVA yielded the same Age \( \times \) Lexical Status interaction, \( F(1, 18) = 31.03, MSE = .003, p < .01 \), reflecting a reliable age difference for pseudowords (young \( M = 86\% \), \( SD = 3\% \); older \( M = 65\% \), \( SD = 13\% \)), \( t(18) = 4.34, p < .01 \), but not for words (young \( M = 97\% \), \( SD = 2\% \); older \( M = 96\% \), \( SD = 5\% \), \( p > .33 \)). This replication rules out ceiling effects as the basis for the interaction in our main analysis.

We compared percentage of correct pronunciation for pseudowords with two acceptable pronunciations \( (n = 12) \) versus one acceptable pronunciation \( (n = 68) \) in a 2 (age group: young, older) \( \times \) 2 (acceptability: one vs. two pronunciations) ANOVA. No main effect of acceptability (one pronunciation \( M = 87\% \), \( SD = 11\% \); two pronunciations \( M = 88\% \), \( SD = 11\% \), \( F < 1 \)), and no Acceptability \( \times \) Age interaction \( (p > .28) \) emerged, indicating that pseudowords with one versus two acceptable pronunciations did not differ in ease of pronunciation and that our scoring procedures did not favor one age group over the other.

Because education level was slightly (although nonsignificantly) higher for young than for older adults, and vocabulary scores were significantly higher for older than for young adults (see Table 1), we correlated years of education and vocabulary score with percentage correct in each task for all participants (as well as separately for young and older participants). All correlations were either unreliable or inconsistent with education and vocabulary as causes of obtained age differences and were not pursued further.

**Onset Time Analyses**

We analyzed mean onset times for strictly correct responses in a 2 (age group: young, older) \( \times \) 2 (task: pronunciation, lexical decision) \( \times \) 2 (lexical status: words, pseudowords) mixed ANOVA. The pronunciation ANOVA yielded a main effect of age (young \( M = 99\% \), \( SD = 2\% \); older \( M = 94\% \), \( SD = 4\% \), \( p < .01 \)) but no Age \( \times \) Lexical Status interaction \( (F < 1) \). Because education level was slightly (although nonsignificantly) higher for young than for older adults, and vocabulary scores were significantly higher for older than for young adults (see Table 1), we correlated years of education and vocabulary score with percentage correct in each task for all participants (as well as separately for young and older participants). All correlations were either unreliable or inconsistent with education and vocabulary as causes of obtained age differences and were not pursued further.

**Figure 3.** Mean percentage correct (lenient scoring; left panel), mean correct onset time (middle panel), and mean correct pronunciation duration (right panel) as a function of age group and lexical status in the production task. Error bars represent \( \pm 1 \) standard error.
ANOVAs that yielded three main effects (see Table 2): lexical status, \( F(1, 42) = 93.08, \, \text{MSE} = 9,006, \, p < .01 \), with faster onset times for words (\( M = 640, \, SD = 131 \)) than pseudowords (\( M = 778, \, SD = 200 \)); age, \( F(1, 42) = 4.91, \, \text{MSE} = 96,203, \, p < .05 \), with faster onset times for young (\( M = 657, \, SD = 120 \)) than for older adults (\( M = 755, \, SD = 167 \)); and task, \( F(1, 42) = 95.11, \, \text{MSE} = 18,352, \, p < .01 \), with faster onset times for pronunciation (\( M = 607, \, SD = 125 \)) than for lexical decision (\( M = 805, \, SD = 199 \)), indicating that the present comprehension task was at least as difficult as the production task.

The age difference was significant for pronunciation (young \( M = 562, \, SD = 100 \); older \( M = 651, \, SD = 133 \)), \( t(42) = 2.50, \, p < .05 \), and approached significance for lexical decisions (young \( M = 751, \, SD = 164 \); older \( M = 859, \, SD = 219 \)), \( t(42) = 1.84, \, p = .07 \), although the Age × Task interaction did not approach significance (\( F < 1 \)). However, there was an Age × Task × Lexical Status interaction, \( F(1, 42) = 4.65, \, \text{MSE} = 3,552, \, p < .05 \), that called for separate 2 (age group: young, older) × 2 (lexical status: words, pseudowords) ANOVAs for the two tasks. The lexical decision ANOVA yielded no Age × Lexical Status interaction (\( F < 1 \)), whereas the pronunciation task did, \( F(1, 42) = 9.39, \, \text{MSE} = 2,807, \, p < .01 \), because of a large age difference favoring young adults for pseudowords (\( M = 594, \, SD = 116 \); older \( M = 731, \, SD = 191 \)), \( t(42) = 2.88, \, p < .01 \), but a smaller age difference for words (young \( M = 521, \, SD = 86 \); older \( M = 590, \, SD = 122 \)), \( t(42) = 2.15, \, p < .05 \) (see Figure 3, middle panel).

As with percentage correct, we correlated years of education and vocabulary scores with onset times for each task for all participants (as well as separately for young and older participants). Again, all correlations were unreliable or inconsistent with education and vocabulary as causes of obtained age differences and were not pursued further.

Three additional onset time analyses indicated that speed–accuracy trade-off was not the basis for the age differences in pronunciation errors noted earlier. First, young adults produced fewer errors but were not slower to initiate correct responses than older adults. Second, response onset times were longer for errors than correct responses, contrary to speed–accuracy trade-off. For the 16 participants (7 young and 9 older) who made errors in pronouncing words, a paired \( t \) test indicated longer onset times for incorrect (\( M = 805, \, SD = 379 \)) than correct responses (\( M = 563, \, SD = 163 \)), \( t(15) = 3.77, \, p < .01 \). For the 41 participants (20 young and 21 older) who made errors in pronouncing pseudowords, a paired \( t \) test likewise indicated longer onset times for incorrect (\( M = 751, \, SD = 207 \)) than correct responses (\( M = 667, \, SD = 175 \)), \( t(40) = 3.69, \, p < .01 \). Third, correlations between mean percentage correct and mean correct onset time in the pronunciation task were either low and unreliable or inconsistent with speed–accuracy trade-off. For young adults, the correlation between percentage correct and onset time for words was \(.06 (p > .79) \) and for pseudowords was \(-.23 (p > .29) \). For older adults, the correlation between percentage correct and onset time for words was \(.05 (p > .83) \) and for pseudowords was \(-.70 (p < .01) \), a reliable negative correlation inconsistent with speed–accuracy trade-off.

Onset Time Versus Output Duration Comparisons

TDH predicted an onset–output asymmetry, reflecting a larger age-linked lexical status effect for onset times than for output duration, the acoustic duration of correctly produced stimuli in the pronunciation task. To test for this onset–output asymmetry, we compared mean correct onset times (see Figure 3, middle panel) with mean correct output durations (see Figure 3, right panel) as a function of age group and lexical status (see also Table 2). A 2 (age group: young, older) × 2 (lexical status: words, pseudowords) × 2 (time measure: production onset, output duration) mixed ANOVA yielded an Age × Lexical Status × Time Measure interaction, \( F(1, 42) = 8.28, \, \text{MSE} = 1,186, \, p < .01 \), that called for separate 2 (age group: young, older) × 2 (lexical status: words, pseudowords) ANOVAs for each time measure. The production onset time ANOVA yielded the main effects and Age × Lexical Status interaction noted earlier, reflecting an age-linked lexical status asymmetry. The output duration ANOVA yielded a main effect of age (young \( M = 478, \, SD = 65 \); older \( M = 546, \, SD = 76 \)), \( F(1, 42) = 10.20, \, \text{MSE} = 9,869, \, p < .01 \), and of lexical status (words \( M = 507, \, SD = 76 \); pseudowords \( M = 518, \, SD = 81 \)), \( F(1, 42) = 7.24, \, \text{MSE} = 355, \, p < .05 \), but no Age × Lexical Status interaction (\( p > .24 \)), indicating no age-linked lexical status asymmetry for output duration.

Discussion

Present age-linked deficits can be characterized as selective rather than across-the-board: Errors were greater for older than for young adults in production but not comprehension, the age difference for onset times was greater in production than in comprehension, and greater in producing pseudowords but not words, but effects of age on output duration were no greater for producing pseudowords than words. Present results therefore add to numerous other demonstrations of selective rather than across-the-board age-linked deficits in phonological and lexical-level processing. To illustrate one recent demonstration, consider the impact of aging on experimentally induced phonological speech errors in MacKay and James (2004): Compared with young adults, phonological speech errors of older adults contained relatively more omissions and order errors but relatively fewer substitutions of correctly ordered speech sounds. This age-linked error-type asymmetry indicates another selective rather than across-the-board effect of aging at phonological levels. Such selective effects challenge theories of cognitive aging to explain why some aspects of information processing are more vulnerable to age-linked impairment than others.

Present results also extend input–output asymmetries demonstrated in other studies. For example, Ober, Shenaut, Jagust, and Stillman (1991) reported larger age-linked deficits for onset times in pronunciation than lexical decision with stimuli randomly selected from a pool, and the present results extend this pattern to errors using identical stimuli in the two tasks. Present results also extend input–output asymmetries demonstrated for orthographic information in MacKay, Abrams, and Pedroza (1999), the only other published study with identical stimuli and participants and equally difficult production versus comprehension tasks. In the comprehension task, older adults identified briefly presented words as correctly or incorrectly spelled at least as often as young adults. However, in the production task, young adults correctly

---

4 Because of tape recording problems, response times for 2 young and 2 older participants were unavailable, as the degrees of freedom indicate.
retrieved the just seen (mis)spellings more often than older adults, an age-linked deficit in spelling production that comports with other findings (e.g., MacKay & Abrams, 1998; Stuart-Hamilton & Rabbitt, 1997). The differing effects of aging on comprehension versus production of orthography indicate an age-linked input–output asymmetry such that, other factors being equal, comprehension of orthographic units remains constant with aging, whereas production of the same orthographic units exhibits age-linked declines. In short, input–output asymmetries have now been demonstrated at three levels of language processing: orthographic, phonological, and lexical.

The input–output asymmetry we identified (i.e., age-linked deficits for onset times and errors in producing words and pseudowords but not in identifying the same stimuli as words vs. nonwords) comports with the TDH framework of MacKay and Burke (1990): Comprehension and production are not mirror image processes, and aging has disproportionately greater effects on production than on comprehension. The TDH explains input–output asymmetries as the result of the differing structure of top-down versus bottom-up connections. Age effects are greatest under TDH when a node critical to a task receives priming from only a single source or connection within the network, a "single source condition" that applies to the top-down connections for retrieving phonology (see Figure 1) and orthography (see MacKay & Abrams, 1998; MacKay et al., 1999). Age-linked deficits on the output side in these and other studies therefore comport with TDH.

Turning to the input side, age effects are small or nonexistent under TDH when a node critical to a task receives priming simultaneously from more than one source or connection within the network, a "multiple source condition" that applies to the bottom-up connections for identifying familiar words at phonological and lexical levels (see Figure 1). The age constancy in identifying words as words and pseudowords as nonwords in the present experiment and other studies noted earlier therefore comport with TDH.

We now consider three unlikely accounts of our input–output asymmetry. One is the two-factor theory of Saltshouse (1996), in which one factor (general slowing) degrades cognitive performance of older adults because a second factor (forgetting or unavailability of information) eliminates the products of earlier processing at the time when later processing requires those products. A key variable in two-factor theory is task complexity. Two-factor theory predicts more errors and longer response times with more complex tasks, especially for older adults. The reason is that complex tasks involve more underlying operations than simple tasks, and older adults are more likely than young adults to forget the processing products of those additional underlying operations because of delays caused by age-linked slowing. Two-factor theory can therefore explain input–output asymmetries under the assumption that production tasks are inherently more complex than perception tasks. However, contrary to a complexity account of our input–output asymmetry, young adults had faster onset times for production than for comprehension, and they made fewer errors during production than comprehension (see Figure 2), which suggests that, independent of the age factor, the present comprehension task was at least as difficult as the production task.5

The second unlikely account of our input–output asymmetry derives from an inhibitory deficit hypothesis, whereby older adults are less able than young adults to suppress or inhibit related but currently irrelevant concepts, including phonologically similar words (see, e.g., Hasher & Zacks, 1988; Zacks & Hasher, 1997). Thus, if the pseudoword stimulus plant triggers the irrelevant concept plant, then suppression of plant would be more difficult for older than for young adults, interfering with production onset for plant under this inhibitory deficit hypothesis. However, this same age-linked difficulty in suppressing plant should also occur in deciding whether plant is a real word so that this inhibitory deficit hypothesis fails to explain why our comprehension and production tasks did not exhibit interference effects of comparable magnitude.

The third unlikely account of our input–output asymmetry comes from theories that attribute cognitive aging to an across-the-board factor such as general slowing (e.g., Myerson et al., 1990) and view perception and production as mirror image processes. Such theories cannot predict age-linked input–output asymmetries and can only explain the present results as artifactual. However, we have already discussed and ruled out artifacts related to ceiling effects, floor effects, and task difficulty, and the methodology of the present experiment also rules out artifacts related to the power in our design, age-linked sensory deficits, cohort differences, task-linked orthographic–phonological correspondence effects, and stimulus differences. Contrary to the hypothesis that our input–output asymmetry reflected insufficient power to detect age differences in the present comprehension task, our design carried more than enough power to detect the opposite direction of age difference in this task: Older adults made fewer errors than young adults during lexical decision. The form of our input–output asymmetry also ruled out sensory-level artifacts in the asymmetric effects of aging on the input versus output side: Age-linked sensory deficits could only increase the frequency of misperceptions and lexical decision errors for older relative to young adults, contrary to present results. Cohort differences related to education level likewise cannot explain the present age-linked production deficits: Education level was very similar for young and older adults (see Table 1), and years of education were not significantly correlated with production errors for either young or older adults. Nor can task-linked effects of orthography-to-phonology correspondence explain the present age-linked production deficits. Although regular orthography-to-phonology correspondence rules are potentially important for pronouncing low-frequency words, we only used high-frequency words, for which this is not the case (see, e.g., Balota & Ferraro, 1993; Seidenberg, Waters, Barnes, & Tanenhaus, 1984). Moreover, the present input–output asymmetry remained intact following removal of the relatively rare trials in which participants pronounced pseudowords via irregular orthography-to-phonology correspondence rules, and the present stimuli were identical (across participants) in the lexical decision and pronunciation tasks, controlling for orthography-

5 Like Balota and Chumbley (1984), we assume that onset times are longer in lexical decision than in naming tasks because of the fundamentally different decision processes in the two tasks. For lexical decision tasks, the decision is context dependent because the nature of the nonwords can determine onset times for responding "word" as well as "nonword." By contrast, deciding to produce a word is a highly practiced process, occurring each time a word is produced over the course of a lifetime, and an invariant process across stimuli in a naming task.
to-phonology correspondence across tasks. Finally, use of identical participants as well as stimuli in the present study ruled out sources of artifact that may have contributed to the age-linked asymmetries in previous studies that separately examined comprehension versus production of lexical and phonological information. In short, present results suggest that the age-linked input–output asymmetry is fundamental rather then artifactual and challenge theories of cognitive aging to explain why aging impairs output-side processing more than input-side processing.

Like the input–output asymmetry, the lexical status asymmetry (i.e., smaller age-linked deficits in errors and onset times to produce familiar words versus never previously encountered pseudowords) is neither artifactual nor readily explained in theories in which cognitive aging reflects a single factor such as general slowing (e.g., Myerson et al., 1990). General slowing may explain our main effect of aging on response times for words and pseudowords but not our age-linked interaction with lexical status. A dual-route theory of reading aloud (e.g., Coltheart, Rastle, Perry, Langdon, & Ziegler, 2001) could account for the lexical status effect in production by assuming that our pseudoword stimuli must be processed via the slow, assembled route to achieve accurate production, whereas our high-frequency, regularly spelled word stimuli are processed via the quick, addressed route and are therefore more quickly produced. However, these assumptions do not provide a complete account for several aspects of our data, for example, the relatively high rate of pseudoword pronunciation errors and the occurrence of a variety of error types (including many nonregularization errors) in producing pseudowords. However, TDH readily accounts for the lexical status asymmetry for both response onset times and errors, while simultaneously explaining many other obtained results. Under TDH, age-linked reductions in the transmission of priming especially impact the process of forming new connections. Because new connections are required to represent and produce never previously encountered pseudowords, the smaller age-linked deficits for producing pseudowords versus words with already formed connections reflects the same general processes that cause age-linked deficits in new learning under TDH (see MacKay & Burke, 1990, for a review).

As in Balota and Duchek (1988), aging increased overall output duration for stimuli in the present study, indicating that output duration is not immune to age effects. So why did aging interact with lexical status for onset times but not for output durations? The obtained onset–output asymmetry is difficult to explain under theories in which cognitive aging reflects a single factor such as general slowing (e.g., Myerson et al., 1990). General slowing may explain our main effect of aging on output duration for words and pseudowords but not our Age × Lexical Status × Time Measure interaction. However, TDH readily accounts for this onset–output asymmetry. New connections are required to represent and produce pseudowords but not words, and the process of forming new connections impacts onset times to a greater extent than output durations. The reason is that onset time primarily reflects output-side planning processes, whereby new connections are formed prior to production. By contrast, output duration primarily reflects activation processes involving already formed low-level connections with asymptotic levels of prior practice for both words and pseudowords. Because aging impacts new connection formation but not the process of activating highly practiced nodes under TDH, age-linked transmission deficits impact onset times much more than output durations for words versus pseudowords containing similar or identical phonemes.

Present results supported three age-linked asymmetries: an input–output asymmetry for identifying versus producing phonological information (i.e., age-linked deficits for onset times and errors in producing words vs. pseudowords but not in identifying the same stimuli as words vs. nonwords); a lexical status asymmetry (i.e., large age-linked deficits for onset times and errors in producing pseudowords but not words); and an onset–output asymmetry (i.e., an age-linked lexical status asymmetry for onset times but not output durations). All three asymmetries supported predictions of TDH but contradict theories that predict either sparing or impairment of verbal abilities across the board and cannot explain why some aspects of information processing are more vulnerable to effects of aging than others.
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